
Members and Honoured Guests

It gives me great pleasure to present this report on behalf of the Southern Region Council for June 2014
to May 2015 There has been a number of interesting developments both locally and nationally.

Your Southern Region Council meetings’ agenda continues to be focused on SAICA’s strategy. The
strategy is based on SAICA’s vision which is to develop responsible leaders.

Our values are:
We serve our members

We lead by example

We work as a team

We respect the individual

We take accountability

We strive for quality in all that we do, and

Above all, we act with integrity.

Through all our interventions our mission remains “To promote and lead the chartered accountancy
profession so as to create sustainable value for its members and other stakeholders”.

I am confident that the values listed above are demonstrated by your Council and its Committees in all
meetings and forums, which are held by them.

There are five strategic pillars which underpin this vision.

These are:

 Growth and Transformation

 Brand Excellence

 Sustainability

 Membership Delight and Support

 Responsible Leadership

Taking the above into account, your Council has continued the process of focussing on each of the sub-
committees of Council and other bodies/groupings represented by Council in supporting SAICA’s overall
strategy and the five strategic pillars. In 2014/5 under the leadership of our CEO the way in which we
deliver on this has been to improve the focus on our members. SAICA’s vision, mission and strategy,
supported by the strategic pillars and capitals have not changed for the period 2015 – 2019.

To deliver the business strategy effectively and efficiently SAICA’s structure has been re-organised.
Changes have been made to strengthen areas where we have been successful in the past, and to
enhance those delivery points that needed strengthening as our market and business environment
changes.
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The objective in this year’s business plan was to document the anticipated resources associated with
delivery of the strategy and to apply funding options to ensure adequacy and availability of budget.
Presenting a 2014 budget that was consistent with our strategic pillars, strategic initiatives and aligned
to key result areas, required a difficult balance. A balance therefore needed to be achieved between
spending restraint and ensuring that existing resources are efficiently and effectively allocated towards
strategic initiatives in support of the Balanced Scorecard. The 2014 budget was therefore informed by
the strategic pillars and six capitals that have served previous budgets.

A balanced scorecard was developed that was cascaded throughout the organisation on which our
Region delivered and was measured.

My report back will be done under the banner of these five strategic pillars.

Growth and Transformation

This pillar slots into our Nation Building area within the revised SAICA structure.

The Nation Building role includes responsibility for the management of the quality and the quantity of
the CA (SA) pipeline from career awareness at schools through to continuous professional development
for long-standing members.

The pipeline has important transformational and quantitative targets in line with the objectives of the
NDP, which will ensure that the country has the skills which are critical to its ultimate success.

It also has a non-negotiable position with respect to standards – from university accreditation through
the SAICA assessment structures to the quality of the training programme and the rigour of continuous
professional development. This focus on quality will assure business, government and members alike
that the CA (SA) designation will continue to be held in the highest regard globally.

For many years it has been a concern that the rate of transformation has not been sufficient. In 2004,
SAICA had 22,569 members of which only 9.4% were black. In 2015 we have 38,801 members of which
23.3% are black. SAICA’s supported efforts have made great strides in this space, without which the
pace of transformation would certainly have been slower.

Last year we reported that at the then January 2014 Initial Test of Competence (previously known as
Part 1 of the Qualifying Examination) – for the first time in our history the number of white candidates
were exceeded by black candidates.

For the first time the APC Examination, which replaces the former Part 2 of the Qualifying Examinations
was written in November 2014. We also saw that the black candidates made up 50% of the exam writing
population and achieved a pass rate of 82% against the overall pass rate of 86%. At the same time half
of the honour roll candidates were black. Thus years of efforts from the SAICA Thuthuka initiatives
sowing the seeds of transformation is materialising. We should continue to forge ahead and make
steady strides by supporting the existing initiatives that are in place to accelerate the pace of change.

This was the first year of implementation of the “SAICA Southern Region Transformation Index” (SSRTI).
The various sub-committees and structures in the Southern Region have supported the execution of
these at all levels. We received our first report on the outcomes of this and recommendations in terms
of progress and the way forward at our last Council Meeting for the year. It is good to note that from
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the initial targets set of 22% black representation and 10% black females at Council level we have
already achieved these targets with actual representation being 29% and 11% respectively.

Most constituencies have adopted and implemented the index at least at a basic level in terms of
mentorship and succession planning and in other cases all the way through to achieving very good
representation. In the year ahead these targets will increase and are achievable through the
commitment and support of the members in the Region.

As a Region we are on the right track in the year that the CA Charter Profession Sector Code has been
reviewed by the CA Charter Council to align to the Revised B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice which were
gazetted in October 2013. This has been our first year of monitoring and reporting on the SSRTI. We will
be guided by the revised Charter to update our index where revisions have taken place.

Our capacity building projects at the various Universities in our Region continue to grow from strength
to strength. Thank you to all members throughout the Region who unselfishly offer their time towards
this project.

Funding:
SAICA has various campaigns to raise funds for its Thuthuka programs. The cost per learner is significant
and every additional contribution helps. I thus urge you to consider one, or all, of the options offered by
visiting the website at:

https://www.saica.co.za/LearnersStudents/Thuthuka/tabid/714/language/en-ZA/Default.aspx

Being a former recipient of such a bursary I can attest to the great benefit it has on the individuals and
the communities they come from.

Having attended a number of the Thuthuka programs I can report on the excellent work that SAICA is
doing. It has also been successful on promoting the brand and sowing the seeds of our pipeline. None
of this is however possible without funding.

Awareness:
One of the most enjoyable initiatives I participated in (along with other members in our Region) was the
Maths Activation Campaign “Making Maths Education Fun”.

SAICA together with a youth specialists agency, HDI youth marketers, are involved in a maths activation
programme to encourage learners to study Pure Maths and promote the Chartered Accountancy
profession [CA (SA)]. The initiative includes an interactive road show to schools and leverages on the
Pick ‘n Pay Schools Club for teacher and learner engagement. In 2015 the programme targets 250
schools in all nine provinces and aims at reaching between 50 000 to 62 000 learners in total. Our
country is faced with the stark reality indicated by statistics that almost 50% of children who start school
do not achieve a matriculation pass. Furthermore, only 10% of those who achieve a matriculation
certificate gain university exemption. South Africa was rated 144 of 144 countries in Science and Maths
education. As CAs I cannot see how we do not actively do something to change this.

I appeal to all our members in the region to assist in ploughing back into their communities and through
the SAICA campaigns, which already exist, to make a positive change on this front. Each one can
certainly make a difference wherever you find yourself. As a CA I was proud to be able to participate in
this campaign.
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Our region continues holding New Members’ events in order to celebrate our new members. This is an
event that is attended by many of our younger members. These events have proved to be well
attended.

Brand excellence

The CA (SA) remains the pre-eminent business designation within the South African business
environment. It remains important to promote our brand amongst members of the public, within the
business world, and amongst students and learners.

You might have seen that South Africa has maintained its number one ranking for the strength of the
Auditing and Reporting Standards for the fifth year in a row according to the World Economic Forum′s 
(WEF) Global Competitiveness Index for 2014-2015. Thus as a country we have an excellent global
reputation, the best in the world, to which I believe our brand is a contributor in maintaining this
ranking.

We want to create a positive experience for members to the value of the CA brand by the market.

To this point the CEO in his roadshows has highlighted how we have engaged to enhance the value of
the CA (SA) brand in working with government agencies like SARS, CIPC. This remains at the forefront of
collaborating with key decision makers to further enhance our brand excellence and to respond to
members needs in this space.

Under this pillar the aim is also important to showcase the CA (SA)’s accomplishments and you would
have seen some of this in the articles that are now appearing in Accountancy SA to address this.

2014/5 also saw the first year of the Top 35 under 35 CA Awards being held. 33-year old Gavin Lucas,
lead founder and CEO of the Stor-Age Self Storage Group received the Top 35 - under-35 chartered
accountants award. It was great that the overall winner reigned from our Region as well as the 3rd

placed Gareth Olivier, Co-founder of CA Connect. This is testimony that our Region has great talent and
together we can only achieve more.

Television and advertising campaigns highlighting the role of the CA (SA) in business and society have
continued both locally and nationally. This is administered through SAICA’s National Marketing and
Communication department.

Sustainability

The main objective of this strategic focus area is to ensure that SAICA adapts to the changing needs of
society and continues to provide a value proposition for its members and other stakeholders on a
sustainable basis. It deals with the alignment of the human capital strategy to the SAICA strategic
objectives (our people), the use of technology to enhance the value proposition, the long term financial
sustainability of SAICA, stakeholder management and the managing of our intellectual capital that gives
SAICA its competitive edge. At SAICA Board level work is being done to refine the SAICA funding model
and to optimise the value of membership subscriptions and donor funding.

We held several communication and information sessions for members across the region during the
past year, which were free to members. These sessions provide an opportunity for members to interact
and exchange ideas with various members of the SAICA management team and it has been great that at
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two of these sessions our CEO has been able to attend. Firstly in November to hear your concerns and
issues and now in April to bring responses on matters that arose.

Our region was particularly vocal on the discussions about the mid-tier qualification in prior periods and
it was great that at the last road show the professional continuum was presented, which incorporated a
home for this qualification under our already existing structure of AGA (SA). Official details of this will be
launched in the latter part of this year. Thank you to all members for their continuous inputs into this
process and engagement going forward as details are clarified. This specific matter culminates in
bringing together almost all our strategic pillars. This is done through its promotion of sustainability of
the profession; responsible leadership, membership satisfaction and delight, and growth and
transformation of the profession.

Membership satisfaction and delight

In essence SAICA is a membership organisation – we do not exist without the 8,922 [2014- 7,618]
members in our region. It has been great to see the growth in our region over the last year at 17.1%.

It is therefore very important for us to deliver on our members’ needs.

The Southern Region results in its overall satisfaction ratings (as measured by the annual members
satisfaction survey) reflects a slight decrease when compared to the previous year, with an overall
satisfaction rating of 77% (2013 – 83%). This decrease, although minor is concerning and we will
remain cautious not to drop the level of delight our member’s experience.

The Southern Region membership continues to reflect that the majority of its members are in
commerce and industry and that the average age of our membership base is 35 years. It has thus been
the aim of our Council that these two constituencies have a specific focus. To this end, part of the
region's strategy is to engage and encourage participation of these members at our events and on sub-
committee structures. Council continues to support networking events for YCan (which consist largely of
our MiB constituency too) and “women in accounting" in order to increase the participation rate of
younger and female members at our events. These events remain well attended with positive feedback.
Our Members in Business (MiB) Committee has made use of SAICA’s segmentation programme to
enable them to identify appropriate forums for their constituency. Further developments are
underway in this space.

We also saw that the guidance on the provision of non- audit services under S90 (2) was issued by SAICA
and IRBA in March this year with a webcast thereon earlier in May this year.

Furthermore, we hosted a number of events such as the business breakfast with Zapiro and the ASB
Workshop. Suzanne Ackerman and Nikki Cockcroft formed part of the panel that addressed our Annual
Women in Business breakfast. This event is regularly sold out and the past year was no exception.

YCan is represented on our Council, by way of a co-opted seat. The YCAN networking events this year
saw speakers such as Yolanda Cuba, Cuan Chelin and Stor-Age team of entrepreneurs sharing life
experiences with our young professionals.
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Our Annual Dinner remains our flagship event. Here we were reminiscent on a journey through time
looking back at South Africa’s 20 years of democracy and the strides in the profession over this time.

We also held three District Annual Dinners in Port Elizabeth, East London and George. These events are
well supported networking events, which reflect the enthusiasm for our profession.

We constantly measure the impact we have on our members. As a member-driven organisation we
welcome your comments and support to ensure that our office remains close to your needs and
responds accordingly. We have various committee structures servicing our constituencies. Please
engage with local Council and our regional office to ensure that we stay in tune with your needs.

Responsible Leadership

One of the areas of Responsible Leadership is the role we play in the Public Sector. Our Public Sector
committee has a number of strategic initiatives planned which (amongst others) include:

 The promotion of CA(SA)s working in, or servicing the Public Sector

 Providing training and development products for those in the sector

 Increasing active participation with national and local government.

This is one example where our Committees take up the strategic focus area of Responsible Leadership.

General

Anderson Muza resigned as our Regional Executive and Christiaan Vorster was appointed as our new
Regional Executive earlier this year. Christiaan was previously our Vice-President on Council and we
have full confidence in his abilities to take our Region from strength to strength.

I would like to thank the secretariat for their huge contribution to delivering the services in our Region.
My sincere thanks to Christiaan and his team; Carmen, Betty, Edgar, Anthonise and Viwe who form the
Regional Office, for their enthusiasm, creativity and tireless efforts in ensuring the successful delivery of
the many and varied activities for which the Regional Office takes responsibility.

I am confident to report that your Southern Region Council and its sub-committees practice Responsible
Leadership in their activities in support of SAICA’s strategy.

I would like to thank my fellow Council members and all the Sub-Committee members in the Southern
Region for their support and commitment to SAICA in a year of much change. The constructive debate
and active participation at meetings help our region to continue serving our members. With your
continued input, your constituency is being heard, allowing the Southern Region to demonstrate your
Responsible Leadership in building a better SAICA.

I have made myself available to serve a second term as President. Council has approved this and I am
delighted to accept. As your representative I will continue to be the link between our local Council and
the SAICA National board.

Nicolette Jacobs
Southern Region Council President 2014 / 2015


